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                                    Wonder how to achieve sunlight readable yet maintain low power consumption?

That is exactly what LiteMax Ecogreen pixel line is all about.  As long as your

message is not frequent changed, no matter it is black/white or colored, the e-ink

type of display can be powered by solar cell or battery source to achieve energy
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                                    Spanpixel™ – Größe der LCDs anpassen


Die Größe eines LCDs zu verändern bedeutet buchstäblich, Glas, Polarisatoren, Stromkreise und Leiterplatten auf eine neue Größe zuzuschneiden. Noch vor ein paar Jahren galt es als unmöglich, die ursprüngliche Leistung eines zuvor gefertigten LCDs zu erhalten, nachdem das Glas geschnitten worden war. Litemax hat jedoch das Unmögliche immer wieder möglich gemacht, und wurde zum weltweiten Vorreiter und Marktführer bei der Größenveränderung von LCD-Lösungen.
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                                    Squarepixel™-Square LCDs


Squarepixel series is designed for high brightness with power efficiency LED backlight. It provides LCD panel with specific aspect ratios and sunlight readable for digital signage, public transportation, exhibition hall, department store, and the vending machines.
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                                    Durapixel™ – im Sonnenlicht ablesbare LCDs


Der Geist von Durapixel steckt schon in seinem Namen: Dauerhaftigkeit. Warum Durapixel? Handelsübliche LCD-Anzeigen können aufgrund der günstigen Preisgestaltung meist nicht mehr als 30.000 Stunden MTBF bieten, das ist nicht ausreichend für Anwendungen, die einen Betrieb rund um die Uhr benötigen. Systemdesigner, Integratoren und Anwender, die robuste industrielle Displays für anspruchsvolle Umgebungen benötigen, brauchen nicht weiter zu suchen – das zuverlässige, robuste und hochwertige Durapixel ist der Schlüssel zu Ihrem Erfolg.
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                                    Ubipixel™  -  Industrial High Brightness LCDs


UbiPixel, industrial LCDs are used in many professional applications. High bright sunlight readable and low power consumption display technologies offer the highest quality LCDs for specific industrial applications. Our embedded LCD can be manufactured in an open frame, VESA mount, or fully enclosed housing for HMI display, KIOSK, Vending machine, home automation, point-of-sale terminals, digital signage and more. UbiPixel, industrial LCDs are used in many professional applications. High bright sunlight readable and low power consumption display technologies offer the highest quality LCD screen for specific industrial applications. Our embedded LCD can be manufactured in an open frame, VESA mount or fully enclosed housing for HMI display, KIOSK, Vending machine, home automation, point-of-sale terminals, digital signage and more.
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                                    Navpixel™  -  Marine Computing


Marine-Displays von Litemax sind international anerkannt und zertifiziert, mit nachgewiesenen Aufzeichnungen der Erfüllung aller Szenarien, Anwendungen und Umgebungen für maritime Fachleute und Organisationen. Egal, ob das Projekt Systemaufbau, Wartung, Reparatur oder Aufrüstung der Ausstattung einer Jacht, eines U-Boots oder irgendeiner anderen maritimem Struktur beinhaltet, Litemax-Marine-Displays garantieren stets hohe Qualität und Leistung, vom Dock bis zum Maschinenraum.
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                                    Customization Service


Custom LCD Displays


Litemax has done the impossible, over and over again. Litemax delivers customized display solutions to help our clients to approach their projects.
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                                    Boards & Modules


2.5" Pico-ITX Boards


Litemax's 2.5” Pico-ITX boards feature fanless operation, low power, compact designed for space-limited embedded applications. With built-in AMIO expansion interface to develop high flexibility and scalable capabilities.
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                                    Boards & Modules


3.5" Single Board Computers


Litemax's 3.5" SBCs feature rich I/O ports, wide-temperature support, and wide input voltage range and low-power to robust high -performance computing modules designed for outdoor applications or harsh environmental requirements.
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                                    Boards & Modules


Mini-ITX Embedded Boards


Litemax's Mini-ITX embedded board provides the performance, expansibility, and durability to meet needs across a wide variety of applications, such as industrial control, industrial IOT, gaming, smart healthcare, and digital signage.
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                                    Embedded Box PCs


Entry Box PC


This fanless embedded computer is with superior thermal solutions, rich I/O, wide range of CPU selection and wide-input power ranges.
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                                    Embedded Box PCs


Ultra Slim Box PC


This series features ultra-slim and low power consumption designs that offer sufficient storage and expansion for space-limited applications.
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                                    Embedded Box PCs


Performance Box PC


This high performance series supports Intel, AMD, Nvidia processor with multi I/O expansions, mini PCIe/M.2 expansion cards, and wide temperature range, being ideal for automation system, machine automation, factory automation, and IoT platforms.
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                                    Industrial Panel PCs & Monitors

HMI

Litemax Human-Machine Interface (HMI) solutions, available in 7-inch and 10.1-inch variants. These sleek interfaces offer seamless interaction, combining user-friendly design with advanced functionality. With RS485 and CANBUS IO interfaces, our HMIs ensure efficient communication in diverse industrial applications. Additionally, users can customize UI through software, enabling to design their own interfaces for a personalized user experience.                                    
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                                    Industrial Panel PCs & Monitors


Modular Panel PCs & Monitors


Featuring a modular designed, this series can be fitted with a number of modules to expand its base capabilities. On-site maintenance and future upgradability are easier than ever by deploying our panel PCs and monitors.
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                                    Industrial Panel PCs & Monitors


Rugged Panel PCs & Monitors


Litemax rugged panel PCs go beyond that of the standard industrial panel computes with elegant, full IP68/65-rated construction, powerful performance and flexible mounting options making it ideal for harsh environments and demanding applications, such as machine controller, command centers, and fast, efficient computing.
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                                    Industrial Panel PCs & Monitors


Transportation Panel PCs


The Litemax ITRP series is fanless Passenger Information System, It features stretched LCD display, with high brightness to ensure easy readability even in light-insufficient environments. It serves as a reliable platform to provide passenger information on wide versatility of vehicles, such as bus and trams.
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                                    AIoT Solution


AI Edge Computing


Litemax develops an embedded artificial intelligence application platform for AI edge computing to meet client vertical market applications and various needs and solve the changing challenges of the operating environment. In response to the increasing demand for AI computing, computer vision, deep learning, edge computing, etc., Litemax offers a series of fanless BOX PC with Intel Edge Computing and NVIDIA® Jetson Nano™ to effectively improve the cooling performance of fanless systems. Field applications can smoothly provide powerful computing performance, support high-level AI computing chips, and provide a solution platform for a variety of application scenarios to integrate software and hardware to create more flexible and better vertical functions. Simplify the manpower required for the client to invest in AI system integration.
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                                    AIoT Solution


Intel® Smart Display Module


Intel® offers the Intel® Smart Display Module (Intel® SDM) specification and reference design that can be integrated into the sleekest all-in-one designs. Intel® SDM delivers the same level of intelligence and interoperability as the Open Pluggable Specification, but in our smallest form factor yet eliminates the housing and advances the thinnest integrated displays.
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                                    AIoT Solution


Intel® Smart Kiosk Module


The new Intel® Smart Kiosk Module (Intel® SKM) is a revolutionary solution that makes it easier to scale and maintain interactive kiosks, which are increasingly being used by businesses and governments worldwide to offer customers around-the-clock access to information and services.As the market for interactive kiosks increases, so does the demand for smarter multi-function kiosks with advanced capabilities such as workload consolidation, artificial intelligence, smartphone and social media integration, 5G connectivity, telepresence, remote manageability, and data analytics.
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                                    AD Board


LITEMAX AD Board is with high speed Analog/ Digital conversion and minimal programming. A wide variety of computer interfaces are available in your choice.
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                                    Power Board


LITEMAX power board provides maximum output from 60W to 100W, it is an intelligent vehicle power converter with wide input voltage range from 9V to 16V DC.
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                                    Intelligent Thermal Control Board


Through intelligent thermal management technologies, Litemax is enabling smarter platforms for various vertical markets deploying display systems. Through the intelligent thermal control board, Litemax helps system integrators and engineers around the world improve efficiency and reliability.
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                                    Empower AIoT Breakthrough Challenge


Industrial display & Computing Solutions


Delivers a simple, efficient way to harness the benefits of our products for AIoT. These products draw from Litemax’s deep expertise in embedded and industrial design to offer an enriched feature set, along with long product availability, hardware customization, and value-added design support.
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                                    Commute in a Smart Way!


Transportation


For many cities around the world, it is of great importance to promote public transportation as a favorable choice of commute. Envisioning a future where intelligent transportation platforms are abundant, Litemax is focused on providing solutions concerned with passenger information systems.
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                                    Built for Extreme for HMI & Embedded solutions.


Industrial


The emergence of Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 is impacting the growth of industrial control and factory automation market worldwide. IoT can be integrated with cloud computing and big data analytics into industrial control and factory automation processes, which can be integrated with various types of rugged LCD displays, human machine interface (HMI), industrial computing solutions and embedded applications.
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                                    Getting Smart as Demands for More Sophisticated.


Marine


The global maritime industry is getting smart as demands for more sophisticated equipment, personnel and operations increase. The amount of intelligence heavily depends on the hardware solutions utilized on board. Litemax provides industrial-grade marine displays, computers, panel PCs and systems that use leading technologies and reliable designs perfect for applications on the bridge, a dock, an open deck, or in a control room. Litemax's display systems pass strict tests and follow critical industrial standards to ensure compliance with international marine standards.
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                                    Digital Signage Brings Everyone Closer!


Digital Signage


Between destinations and travelers, advertisers and consumers, management and employees, digital signage deliver real-time, dynamic messages across multiple platforms and channels. Litemax specializes in outdoor-ready, sunlight-readable digital signage applications designed to operate around the clock regardless of the types of installation environments.
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                                    Customized Displays Shape Gaming Experience!


Gaming


Customized displays and the advancement of display technologies that follow, have changed gaming experiences around the world – higher brightness, stronger color enhancements, more user intuitive, more dynamic interactions and so much more. From topper to main display, bottom deck to gamer interface, Litemax plays a significant role in shaping that gaming experience.
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                                    Delivers a reliable, durable, and versatile platform!


Heavy Duty


Operating in outdoor or hazardous environments can pose many challenges, where there are blistering hot or freezing cold temperatures, high exposure to dust and water, or potentially explosive atmospheres. Hence the computer in outdoor environments must be built to withstand heat, cold, humidity, wind, rain, snow, and direct sunlight. These PCs are made with industrial-grade components that allow them to operate in a much wider range of temperatures than traditional units and can go from cold to hot environments without condensation build-up.
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                                    POS/KIOSK


Kiosks increasingly had become a cornerstone of the new business model prior to the coronavirus outbreak. Expect digital solutions to play an even larger role in the post-outbreak environment
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                                    Healthcare


At every patient touch point, from the imaging exam, to the radiology reading room, to specialist consultations and treatment planning, to the surgical or interventional radiology suite to education at the patient bedside, there will be certified medical-grade displays coupled with industrial embedded systems from Litemax to safeguard patients, provide assistance to staff and keep the operation at its best.
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                                    Sunlight Readable displays is a core competence of Litemax since the company’s inception. Most displays offered from Litemax include at least a 1,000-nit backlight. Litemax proprietary backlight design, internal heat sinking of the LED junction allows their engineering teams to develop a bright backlight while minimizing over all power and internal heat.                                    
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                                    Panel cutting technology is a highly cost-effective solution to manufacture custom display sizes that are needed to fit into applications that have limited space.                                     
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                                    Operating temperature normally means the temperature at which an electrical or mechanical device operates. The device would operate effectively within a specified temperature range which may vary depending on the device functionality and the application context, and then range from the min. to the max. operating temperature.                                    
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                                    Resolution is the fundamental key to the success of a display. Litemax strives to deliver the best resolution on the market. 4K2K, in other words, UHD (Ultra High Definition).                                    
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                                Access sales contact information for your business needs worldwide.                                
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Litemax Launches Virtual Exhibition


Litemax’s “Empower AIoT Breakthrough Challenge” Virtual Exhibition is Online!
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                                Corporate


ABOUT LITEMAX


Litemax (4995) has enjoyed a strong reputation for expertise in sunlight readable, high brightness industrial displays, but there is so much more that we offer. Through resizing, customizations and industrial computing, we raise the standards of industrial-grade displays, digital signage applications and embedded computing to enable intelligent vertical market platforms around the world.
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                                    Wonder how to achieve sunlight readable yet maintain low power consumption?

That is exactly what LiteMax Ecogreen pixel line is all about.  As long as your

message is not frequent changed, no matter it is black/white or colored, the e-ink

type of display can be powered by solar cell or battery source to achieve energy
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                                    Spanpixel™ – Größe der LCDs anpassen


Die Größe eines LCDs zu verändern bedeutet buchstäblich, Glas, Polarisatoren, Stromkreise und Leiterplatten auf eine neue Größe zuzuschneiden. Noch vor ein paar Jahren galt es als unmöglich, die ursprüngliche Leistung eines zuvor gefertigten LCDs zu erhalten, nachdem das Glas geschnitten worden war. Litemax hat jedoch das Unmögliche immer wieder möglich gemacht, und wurde zum weltweiten Vorreiter und Marktführer bei der Größenveränderung von LCD-Lösungen.
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                                    Squarepixel™-Square LCDs


Squarepixel series is designed for high brightness with power efficiency LED backlight. It provides LCD panel with specific aspect ratios and sunlight readable for digital signage, public transportation, exhibition hall, department store, and the vending machines.
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                                    Durapixel™ – im Sonnenlicht ablesbare LCDs


Der Geist von Durapixel steckt schon in seinem Namen: Dauerhaftigkeit. Warum Durapixel? Handelsübliche LCD-Anzeigen können aufgrund der günstigen Preisgestaltung meist nicht mehr als 30.000 Stunden MTBF bieten, das ist nicht ausreichend für Anwendungen, die einen Betrieb rund um die Uhr benötigen. Systemdesigner, Integratoren und Anwender, die robuste industrielle Displays für anspruchsvolle Umgebungen benötigen, brauchen nicht weiter zu suchen – das zuverlässige, robuste und hochwertige Durapixel ist der Schlüssel zu Ihrem Erfolg.
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                                    Ubipixel™  -  Industrial High Brightness LCDs


UbiPixel, industrial LCDs are used in many professional applications. High bright sunlight readable and low power consumption display technologies offer the highest quality LCDs for specific industrial applications. Our embedded LCD can be manufactured in an open frame, VESA mount, or fully enclosed housing for HMI display, KIOSK, Vending machine, home automation, point-of-sale terminals, digital signage and more. UbiPixel, industrial LCDs are used in many professional applications. High bright sunlight readable and low power consumption display technologies offer the highest quality LCD screen for specific industrial applications. Our embedded LCD can be manufactured in an open frame, VESA mount or fully enclosed housing for HMI display, KIOSK, Vending machine, home automation, point-of-sale terminals, digital signage and more.
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                                    Navpixel™  -  Marine Computing


Marine-Displays von Litemax sind international anerkannt und zertifiziert, mit nachgewiesenen Aufzeichnungen der Erfüllung aller Szenarien, Anwendungen und Umgebungen für maritime Fachleute und Organisationen. Egal, ob das Projekt Systemaufbau, Wartung, Reparatur oder Aufrüstung der Ausstattung einer Jacht, eines U-Boots oder irgendeiner anderen maritimem Struktur beinhaltet, Litemax-Marine-Displays garantieren stets hohe Qualität und Leistung, vom Dock bis zum Maschinenraum.
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                                    Customization Service


Custom LCD Displays


Litemax has done the impossible, over and over again. Litemax delivers customized display solutions to help our clients to approach their projects.
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                                    Boards & Modules


2.5" Pico-ITX Boards


Litemax's 2.5” Pico-ITX boards feature fanless operation, low power, compact designed for space-limited embedded applications. With built-in AMIO expansion interface to develop high flexibility and scalable capabilities.
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                                    Boards & Modules


3.5" Single Board Computers


Litemax's 3.5" SBCs feature rich I/O ports, wide-temperature support, and wide input voltage range and low-power to robust high -performance computing modules designed for outdoor applications or harsh environmental requirements.
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                                    Boards & Modules


Mini-ITX Embedded Boards


Litemax's Mini-ITX embedded board provides the performance, expansibility, and durability to meet needs across a wide variety of applications, such as industrial control, industrial IOT, gaming, smart healthcare, and digital signage.
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                                    Embedded Box PCs


Entry Box PC


This fanless embedded computer is with superior thermal solutions, rich I/O, wide range of CPU selection and wide-input power ranges.
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                                    Embedded Box PCs


Ultra Slim Box PC


This series features ultra-slim and low power consumption designs that offer sufficient storage and expansion for space-limited applications.
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                                    Embedded Box PCs


Performance Box PC


This high performance series supports Intel, AMD, Nvidia processor with multi I/O expansions, mini PCIe/M.2 expansion cards, and wide temperature range, being ideal for automation system, machine automation, factory automation, and IoT platforms.
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                                    Industrial Panel PCs & Monitors

HMI

Litemax Human-Machine Interface (HMI) solutions, available in 7-inch and 10.1-inch variants. These sleek interfaces offer seamless interaction, combining user-friendly design with advanced functionality. With RS485 and CANBUS IO interfaces, our HMIs ensure efficient communication in diverse industrial applications. Additionally, users can customize UI through software, enabling to design their own interfaces for a personalized user experience.                                    
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                                    Industrial Panel PCs & Monitors


Modular Panel PCs & Monitors


Featuring a modular designed, this series can be fitted with a number of modules to expand its base capabilities. On-site maintenance and future upgradability are easier than ever by deploying our panel PCs and monitors.
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                                    Industrial Panel PCs & Monitors


Rugged Panel PCs & Monitors


Litemax rugged panel PCs go beyond that of the standard industrial panel computes with elegant, full IP68/65-rated construction, powerful performance and flexible mounting options making it ideal for harsh environments and demanding applications, such as machine controller, command centers, and fast, efficient computing.
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                                    Industrial Panel PCs & Monitors


Transportation Panel PCs


The Litemax ITRP series is fanless Passenger Information System, It features stretched LCD display, with high brightness to ensure easy readability even in light-insufficient environments. It serves as a reliable platform to provide passenger information on wide versatility of vehicles, such as bus and trams.
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                                    AIoT Solution


AI Edge Computing


Litemax develops an embedded artificial intelligence application platform for AI edge computing to meet client vertical market applications and various needs and solve the changing challenges of the operating environment. In response to the increasing demand for AI computing, computer vision, deep learning, edge computing, etc., Litemax offers a series of fanless BOX PC with Intel Edge Computing and NVIDIA® Jetson Nano™ to effectively improve the cooling performance of fanless systems. Field applications can smoothly provide powerful computing performance, support high-level AI computing chips, and provide a solution platform for a variety of application scenarios to integrate software and hardware to create more flexible and better vertical functions. Simplify the manpower required for the client to invest in AI system integration.
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                                    AIoT Solution


Intel® Smart Display Module


Intel® offers the Intel® Smart Display Module (Intel® SDM) specification and reference design that can be integrated into the sleekest all-in-one designs. Intel® SDM delivers the same level of intelligence and interoperability as the Open Pluggable Specification, but in our smallest form factor yet eliminates the housing and advances the thinnest integrated displays.
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                                    AIoT Solution


Intel® Smart Kiosk Module


The new Intel® Smart Kiosk Module (Intel® SKM) is a revolutionary solution that makes it easier to scale and maintain interactive kiosks, which are increasingly being used by businesses and governments worldwide to offer customers around-the-clock access to information and services.As the market for interactive kiosks increases, so does the demand for smarter multi-function kiosks with advanced capabilities such as workload consolidation, artificial intelligence, smartphone and social media integration, 5G connectivity, telepresence, remote manageability, and data analytics.
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                                    AD Board


LITEMAX AD Board is with high speed Analog/ Digital conversion and minimal programming. A wide variety of computer interfaces are available in your choice.
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                                    Power Board


LITEMAX power board provides maximum output from 60W to 100W, it is an intelligent vehicle power converter with wide input voltage range from 9V to 16V DC.
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                                    Intelligent Thermal Control Board


Through intelligent thermal management technologies, Litemax is enabling smarter platforms for various vertical markets deploying display systems. Through the intelligent thermal control board, Litemax helps system integrators and engineers around the world improve efficiency and reliability.
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                                    Empower AIoT Breakthrough Challenge


Industrial display & Computing Solutions


Delivers a simple, efficient way to harness the benefits of our products for AIoT. These products draw from Litemax’s deep expertise in embedded and industrial design to offer an enriched feature set, along with long product availability, hardware customization, and value-added design support.
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                                    Commute in a Smart Way!


Transportation


For many cities around the world, it is of great importance to promote public transportation as a favorable choice of commute. Envisioning a future where intelligent transportation platforms are abundant, Litemax is focused on providing solutions concerned with passenger information systems.
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                                    Built for Extreme for HMI & Embedded solutions.


Industrial


The emergence of Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 is impacting the growth of industrial control and factory automation market worldwide. IoT can be integrated with cloud computing and big data analytics into industrial control and factory automation processes, which can be integrated with various types of rugged LCD displays, human machine interface (HMI), industrial computing solutions and embedded applications.
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                                    Getting Smart as Demands for More Sophisticated.


Marine


The global maritime industry is getting smart as demands for more sophisticated equipment, personnel and operations increase. The amount of intelligence heavily depends on the hardware solutions utilized on board. Litemax provides industrial-grade marine displays, computers, panel PCs and systems that use leading technologies and reliable designs perfect for applications on the bridge, a dock, an open deck, or in a control room. Litemax's display systems pass strict tests and follow critical industrial standards to ensure compliance with international marine standards.
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                                    Digital Signage Brings Everyone Closer!


Digital Signage


Between destinations and travelers, advertisers and consumers, management and employees, digital signage deliver real-time, dynamic messages across multiple platforms and channels. Litemax specializes in outdoor-ready, sunlight-readable digital signage applications designed to operate around the clock regardless of the types of installation environments.
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                                    Customized Displays Shape Gaming Experience!


Gaming


Customized displays and the advancement of display technologies that follow, have changed gaming experiences around the world – higher brightness, stronger color enhancements, more user intuitive, more dynamic interactions and so much more. From topper to main display, bottom deck to gamer interface, Litemax plays a significant role in shaping that gaming experience.
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                                    Delivers a reliable, durable, and versatile platform!


Heavy Duty


Operating in outdoor or hazardous environments can pose many challenges, where there are blistering hot or freezing cold temperatures, high exposure to dust and water, or potentially explosive atmospheres. Hence the computer in outdoor environments must be built to withstand heat, cold, humidity, wind, rain, snow, and direct sunlight. These PCs are made with industrial-grade components that allow them to operate in a much wider range of temperatures than traditional units and can go from cold to hot environments without condensation build-up.
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                                    POS/KIOSK


Kiosks increasingly had become a cornerstone of the new business model prior to the coronavirus outbreak. Expect digital solutions to play an even larger role in the post-outbreak environment
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                                    Healthcare


At every patient touch point, from the imaging exam, to the radiology reading room, to specialist consultations and treatment planning, to the surgical or interventional radiology suite to education at the patient bedside, there will be certified medical-grade displays coupled with industrial embedded systems from Litemax to safeguard patients, provide assistance to staff and keep the operation at its best.
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                                    Sunlight Readable displays is a core competence of Litemax since the company’s inception. Most displays offered from Litemax include at least a 1,000-nit backlight. Litemax proprietary backlight design, internal heat sinking of the LED junction allows their engineering teams to develop a bright backlight while minimizing over all power and internal heat.                                    
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                                    Panel cutting technology is a highly cost-effective solution to manufacture custom display sizes that are needed to fit into applications that have limited space.                                     
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                                    Operating temperature normally means the temperature at which an electrical or mechanical device operates. The device would operate effectively within a specified temperature range which may vary depending on the device functionality and the application context, and then range from the min. to the max. operating temperature.                                    
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                                    Resolution is the fundamental key to the success of a display. Litemax strives to deliver the best resolution on the market. 4K2K, in other words, UHD (Ultra High Definition).                                    
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Litemax Launches Virtual Exhibition


Litemax’s “Empower AIoT Breakthrough Challenge” Virtual Exhibition is Online!
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ABOUT LITEMAX


Litemax (4995) has enjoyed a strong reputation for expertise in sunlight readable, high brightness industrial displays, but there is so much more that we offer. Through resizing, customizations and industrial computing, we raise the standards of industrial-grade displays, digital signage applications and embedded computing to enable intelligent vertical market platforms around the world.
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